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De Spectaculis, also known as On the Spectacles or The Shows,
is a surviving moral and ascetic treatise by Tertullian. Written
somewhere between 197-202, the work looks at the moral
legitimacy and consequences of Christians attending the circus,
theatre, or amphitheatre.
Sharp-witted and sharp-tongued, Arcangela Tarabotti
(1604-52) yearned to be formally educated and enjoy an
independent life in Venetian literary circles. But instead, at
sixteen, her father forced her into a Benedictine convent. To
protest her confinement, Tarabotti composed polemical works
exposing the many injustices perpetrated against women of her
day. Paternal Tyranny, the first of these works, is a fiery but
carefully argued manifesto against the oppression of women by
the Venetian patriarchy. Denouncing key misogynist texts of the
era, Tarabotti shows how despicable it was for Venice, a
republic that prided itself on its political liberties, to deprive its
women of rights accorded even to foreigners. She accuses
parents of treating convents as dumping grounds for disabled,
illegitimate, or otherwise unwanted daughters. Finally, through
compelling feminist readings of the Bible and other religious
works, Tarabotti demonstrates that women are clearly men's
equals in God's eyes. An avenging angel who dared to speak out
for the rights of women nearly four centuries ago, Arcangela
Tarabotti can now finally be heard.
The Unity of Knowledge in the Pre-modern World
La domenica del Corriere supplemento illustrato del Corriere
della sera
The Philosophy of Revelation
Variorum opuscula ad cultiorem jurisprudentiam adsequendam
pertinentia. Tom. 1. [-9.] ..
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Paternal Tyranny
Net Structures and Agencies in Early Modern Drama
Tom. 6. in quo continentur. Symonis Van-Leuwen, Jac.
Friderici Ludovici, Chr. Bar. Senckembergii, Christian. de
Selchow dissertationes, tractationes, opuscula, observationes,
quibus universa Romani juris historia traditur, ac praesertim
Pandectarum & receptionis Romani juris in Italia

Reproduction of the original: Studies On Slavery by John
Fletcher
Contains the society's Atti.
The divine eucharist extracts from the writings and sermons of
Pierre-Julien Eymard
A Physico-theologicall Treatise
Specula physico-mathematico-historica notabilium ac
mirabilium sciendorum, in qua mundi mirabilis oeconomia, nec
non mirificè amplus, et magnificus ejusdem abditè reconditus,
nunc autem ad lucem protractus, ac ad varias perfacili methodo
aquirendas scientias in epitomen collectus thesaurus curiosis
omnibus cosmosophis inspectandus proponitur. Opus omnigena
eruditione, ac rerum memorabilium argumentis conspicuum,
cuivis hominum statui perutile: quo universae naturae majestas in
triplici mundo coelesti, aereo, & terrestri ... Authore Joanne
Zahn, sacri e candid Ordinis Premontratensis canonico regulari,
..
The Darknes of Atheism Dispelled by the Light of Nature
A Study of Johannes Witte de Hese's Itinerarius and Medieval
Travel Narratives
Latin Alive
The Plastics Paradox
The Plastics Paradox is the first and only book to reveal the truth
about plastics and the environment. Based on over 400 scientific
articles, it dispels the myths that the public believe today. We are told
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that plastics are not green when in fact, they are usually the greenest
choice according to lifecycle analysis (LCA) We are told that plastics
create a waste problem when they are proven to dramatically reduce
waste, for example replacing 1lb of plastic requires 3-4lb of the
replacement material We are told that plastics take 1000 years to
degrade when in fact a plastic bag disintegrates in just one year
outdoors We are led to believe that plastic bags and straws are an
issue when in fact they barely register in the statistics The list goes on...
Everything you believe now is untrue and we are making policies that
harm the environment based on bad information. After reading The
Plastics Paradox you will be able to make wise choices that help create
a brighter future for us and for our children.
Apparato dell'eloquenza italiano, e latino, ascendente al numero di
1400. e più temi, diviso in quattro tomi, che contengono infinite
sentenze, aforismi, simboli, esempj, imprese, &c. con epitteti ostensivi
della natura, òApparato dell'eloquenza del padre maestro Lorenzo
Stramusoli da Ferrara, minorita conventuale di S. Francesco. Tomo
quarto. ..Apparato dell'eloquenza italiano, e latino, ascendente al
numero di 1400. e più temi, diviso in quattro tomi, che contengono
infinite sentenze, aforismi, simboli, esempj, imprese, &c. con epitteti
ostensivi della natura, ò proprietà de' soggetti proposti, ... Raccolto, e
scelto dal P.F. Lorenzo Stramusoli da Ferrara, minore convenutale di
S. Francesco, ... Tomo primo [- quarto] ..Apparato dell'eloquenza del
padre maestro Lorenzo Stramusoli da Ferrara, minorita conventuale
di S. Francesco. Tomo quarto. ..Calvin: CommentariesWestminster
John Knox Press
Historical Seismology
Metaphor and Dialectic in a Conjectural Universe
Società, politica e cultura a Carpi ai tempi di Alberto III Pio
Joannis Morini ... Commentarius historicus de disciplina in
administratione sacramenti poenitentiæ tredecim primis seculis in
ecclesia occidentali, ... Quibus quidquid a sanctis patribus in legibus, et
praxi istius disciplinæ constitutum, derogatum, ... His inserta sunt, quæ
judæi antiqui, et recentiores tradunt de psnitentia, confessione
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peccatorum, ... Ad operis coronidem complures libelli psnitentiales ..
Companion to Neo-Latin Studies: History and diffusion on neo-Latin
literature
The Survival of Latin in English and the Romance Languages
Black's Law Dictionary
Extracts from Calvin's commentaries topically arranged.
This text presents readings of six of the most important
theoretical works of Nicholas of Cusa (1401-1463). Though
Nicholas's writings have long been studied as either
scholastic Aristotelian or proto-Kantian, Miller locates
Cusanus squarely in the Christian Neoplatonic tradition.
He demonstrates how Nicholas worked on his own original
synthesis of that tradition by fashioning a conjectural view
of main categories of Christian thought: God, the universe,
Jesus Christ and human beings. Each reading reveals how
Nicholas's project of learned ignorance is played out in
striking metaphors for God and the relation of God to
creation. The six works read span the last quarter of
Nicholas's life (1440-1463) and include On Learned
Ignorance, Conjectures, The Layman - About Mind, The
Vision of God, The Not Other and The Hunt of Wisdom.
These readings are explications of the text; they interpret
each work as a whole and focus in particular on the themes
that order the work and how these get played out in its
details.
Specula physico-mathematico-historica notabilium ac
mirabilium sciendorum,
Speculae physico-mathematico-historicae
A Biographical Study
Lex Salica
atti del Convegno internazionale (Carpi, 19-21 maggio
1978).
Tractatus de regimine regni Valentiae ...
Speculae physico-mathematico-historicae tomus 3.
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Continens microcosmi sivè hominis notabilia & mirabilia
scienda, eaque vel corpus humanum concernunt, & sunt
ejusdem formatio, ... Authore Joanne Zahn sacri & candidi
Ordinis Praemonstratensis canonico regulari, ..

The early modern and modern cultural world in the
West would be unthinkable without Petrarch and
Boccaccio. Despite this fact, there is still no scholarly
contribution entirely devoted to analysing their
intellectual revolution. Internationally renowned
scholars are invited to discuss and rethink the
historical, intellectual, and literary roles of Petrarch
and Boccaccio between the great model of Dante’s
encyclopedia and the ideas of a double or
multifaceted culture in the era of Italian Renaissance
Humanism. In his lyrical poems and Latin treatises,
Petrarch created a cultural pattern that was both
Christian and Classical, exercising immense
influence on the Western World in the centuries to
come. Boccaccio translated this pattern into his own
vernacular narratives and erudite works, ultimately
claiming as his own achievement the reconstructed
unity of the Ancient Greek and Latin world in his
contemporary age. The volume reconsiders
Petrarch’s and Boccaccio’s heritages from different
perspectives (philosophy, theology, history,
philology, paleography, literature, theory), and
investigates how these heritages shaped the cultural
transition between the end of the Middle Ages and
the early modern era, as well as European identity.
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Marilyn Aronberg Lavin has taught the history of art
at Washington University, the University of Maryland,
Yale, Princeton, and Università di Roma, La
Sapienza. Specializing in Italian 13th16th century
painting, she is internationally known for her books
and articles on Piero della Francesca. Her other
books include The Place of Narrative: Mural Painting
in Italian Churches, 4311600 AD. , and SeventeenthCentury Barberini Documents and Inventories of Art ,
both of which were recipients of international prizes
for distinguished scholarship. She is one of the
leaders in the use of computers and digitized
imagery for research, teaching, and publication in
the history of art. This book offers a series of case
studies intended to introduce and define an
important class of fifteenth-century Italian art not
previously recognized. It is argued that the paintings
and sculptures discussed were created privately by
artists for personal satisfaction and internal needs,
outside the traditional framework of patronage and
commercial gain. Since there is no direct
documentation from this period of a work being
privately made, the selection presented here is
necessarily speculative. Instead, the essays focus
on works by Piero della Francesca, Mantegna,
Michelangelo, Bellini, and Titian that appear in the
artists testaments, letters of refusals to sell, and
inventories showing ownership at the time of death.
The task at hand is to uncover the motivation and
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meaning of works of art in which the medieval
craftsman began to rise to the status of independent
artist, and the maker and the viewer confront each
other face to face for the first time.
Artists' Art in the Renaissance
Calvin: Commentaries
Italian Grammar
Gazzetta della provincia di Lodi e Crema
Reading Cusanus
Studies On Slavery
Betrifft die Handschrift Cod. 442 der
Burgerbibliothek Bern.
In Latin Alive, Joseph Solodow tells the
story of how Latin developed into modern
French, Spanish, and Italian, and deeply
affected English as well. Offering a
gripping narrative of language change,
Solodow charts Latin's course from
classical times to the modern era, with
focus on the first millennium of the
Common Era. Though the Romance languages
evolved directly from Latin, Solodow shows
how every important feature of Latin's
evolution is also reflected in English.
His story includes scores of intriguing
etymologies, along with many concrete
examples of texts, studies, scholars,
anecdotes, and historical events;
observations on language; and more.
Written with crystalline clarity, this
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book tells the story of the Romance
languages for the general reader and to
illustrate so amply Latin's many-sided
survival in English as well.
The Stone Lectures for 1908-1909,
Princeton Theological Seminary
Gazzetta ticinese
Petrarch and Boccaccio
in qua mundi mirabilis oeconomia, nec non
mirificè amplus, et magnificus ejusdem
abditè reconditus, nunc autem ad lucem
protractus, ac ad varias perfacili methodo
acquirendas scientias in epitomen
collectus thesaurus curiosis omnibus
cosmosophis inspectandus proponitur ...
Aesthetics, Semantics and Function
Broader Horizons
Publii Ovidii Nasonis Metamorphoseon libri
XV. Interpretatione & notis illustravit
Daniel Crispinus, etc

Far from teleological historiography, the panEuropean perspective on Early Modern drama
offered in this volume provides answers to
why, how, where and when the given
phenomena of theatre appear in history.
Using theories of circulation and other
concepts of exchange, transfer and
movement, the authors analyze the
development and differentiation of European
secular and religious drama, within the
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disciplinary framework of comparative
literature and the history of literature and
concepts. Within this frame, aspects of major
interest are the relationship between tradition
and innovation, the status of genre, the
proportion of autonomous and heteronomous
creational dispositions within the artefacts or
genres they belong to, as well as strategies of
functionalization in the context of a given part
of the cultural net. Contributions cover a
broad range of topics, including poetics of
Early Modern Drama; political, institutional
and social practices; history of themes and
motifs (Stoffgeschichte); history of
genres/cross-fertilization between genres;
textual traditions and distribution of texts;
questions of originality and authorship;
theories of circulation and net structures in
Drama Studies.
Steps forward in mathematics often
reverberate in other scientific disciplines, and
give rise to innovative conceptual
developments or find surprising technological
applications. This volume brings to the
forefront some of the proponents of the
mathematics of the twentieth century, who
have put at our disposal new and powerful
instruments for investigating the reality
around us. The portraits present people who
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have impressive charisma and wide-ranging
cultural interests, who are passionate about
defending the importance of their own
research, are sensitive to beauty, and
attentive to the social and political problems
of their times. What we have sought to
document is mathematics’ central position in
the culture of our day. Space has been made
not only for the great mathematicians but also
for literary texts, including contributions by
two apparent interlopers, Robert Musil and
Raymond Queneau, for whom mathematical
concepts represented a valuable tool for
resolving the struggle between ‘soul and
precision.’
Apparato dell'eloquenza del padre maestro
Lorenzo Stramusoli da Ferrara, minorita
conventuale di S. Francesco. Tomo quarto. ..
Bollettino della Società entomologica italiana
Unpublished Documents Relating to the
English Martyrs
Definitions of the Terms and Phrases of
American and English Jurisprudence, Ancient
and Modern
Memoirs of the Oratory of Saint Francis de
Sales from 1815 to 1855
Protagonists of the Twentieth Century From
Hilbert to Wiles
Giovanni Boccaccio
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Inspired by Marcelo Dascal’s theory of
controversies, this volume includes
studies in the theory of controversies,
studies of the history of controversy
forms and their evolution, and casestudies of particular historical and
current controversies. The purpose of this
volume is to identify a taxonomy of
controversies and also to sense a line of
development for the phenomenon of
controversies itself. At the same time, we
want to ask ourselves about the impact and
the spread of controversies in the
contemporary world, eminently intended as
a heuristic element facilitating
knowledge. For all these reasons, the
fundamental aim of the volume is to
provide the reader with a selection of
current theoretical and practical
perspectives on controversies, and to
offer a broad picture of the complex range
of definitions, meanings and practices
connected to them.
The focus of this volume is on the
aesthetics, semantics and function of
materials in Roman antiquity between the
2nd century B.C. and the 2nd century A.D.
It includes contributions on both
architectural spaces (and their material
design) and objects – types of 'artefacts'
that differ greatly in the way they were
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used, perceived and loaded with cultural
significance. With respect to
architecture, the analysis of material
aesthetics leads to a new understanding of
the performance, imitation and
transformation of surfaces, including the
social meaning of such strategies. In the
case of objects, surface treatments are
equally important. However, object form (a
specific design category), which can enter
into tension with materiality, comes into
particular focus. Only when materials are
shaped do their various qualities emerge,
and these qualities are, to a greater or
lesser extent, transferred to objects.
With a focus primarily on Roman Italy, the
papers in this volume underscore the
importance of material design and
highlight the awareness of this matter in
the ancient world.
Tomus III, Continens Microcosmi Sivè
Hominis Notabilia & Mirabilia scienda :
Eaque Vel Corpus humanum concernunt, &
sunt ejusdem formatio, partium tam
externarum, quàm internarum distributio,
Symmetria, Signatura ad internas
propensiones indicandas, & varia alia
humani corporis accidentia & miracula: Vel
Spectant ad ejusdem Spiritum animasticum
sive Animam, suntque facultates &
potentiae, sensus item tam externi quàm
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interni praeter complura alia, quae
utiliter Homine sciri possunt, eumque verè
Microcosmum, & admirandum Magni Conditoris
in eodem Opificium mirificè declarant
Controversies in the Contemporary World
Apparato dell'eloquenza italiano, e
latino, ascendente al numero di 1400. e
più temi, diviso in quattro tomi, che
contengono infinite sentenze, aforismi,
simboli, esempj, imprese, &c. con epitteti
ostensivi della natura, ò proprietà de'
soggetti proposti, ... Raccolto, e scelto
dal P.F. Lorenzo Stramusoli da Ferrara,
minore convenutale di S. Francesco, ...
Tomo primo [- quarto] ..
Specula Physico-Mathematico-Historica
Notabilium Ac Mirabilium Sciendorum
The Autobiography of Saint John Bosco
Materiality in Roman Art and Architecture
Poetics and Politics

Modern seismology has faced new challenges in the study
of earthquakes and their physical characteristics. This
volume is dedicated to the use of new approaches and
presents a state-of-the-art in historical seismology.
Selected historical and recent earthquakes are chosen to
document and constrain related seismic parameters using
updated methodologies in the macroseismic analysis, field
observations of damage distribution and tectonic effects,
and modelling of seismic waveforms.
De Spectaculis
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Interdisciplinary Studies of Past and Recent Earthquakes
Mathematical Lives
Apparato dell'eloquenza italiano, e latino, ascendente al
numero di 1400. e più temi, diviso in quattro tomi, che
contengono infinite sentenze, aforismi, simboli, esempj,
imprese, &c. con epitteti ostensivi della natura, ò
Facts for a Brighter Future
tomus III continens Microcosmi sive hominis notabilia &
mirabilia scienda, eaque vel corpus humanum concernunt,
& sunt ejusdem formatio ...
The Ten Texts with the Glosses, and the Lex Emendata
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